2021 DONORS
We’re grateful for each and every donor who supported our mission, residents, and team members in 2021.

INVESTOR | $25,000+
Aroha Philanthropies
Gaylen and Julie Harms

FOUNDER | $10,000+
Anonymous
CBS Construction Services, Inc.
Colliers International Mortgage
East Central Regional Arts Council
Lawrence Family Foundation
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Minnesota State Arts Board
Marilyn Pedersen
Susan Scheefe

LEADER | $5,000+
Archie D. & Bertha H. Walker Foundation
Bauer Design Build
Benjamin and Aroti Bayman
Lathrop GPM
Elizabeth Miller
Thomas Norman
Patricia and Jerome Robertson
Sally Scheefe

DEVELOPER | $2,500+
ADHA Institute for Oral Health
Margret and David Anderson
Kurt Apfelbacher
Bremer Bank
Kaas Wilson Architects
Lifespark
Barbara Meacham
Minnesota Department of Human Services
Mary Peller Nelson
Jodi and Scott Riddle
Robert B. Benjamin Rev Trust
Carolyn Roby
slashBlue, LLC
UKG Inc.
USI Insurance Services
Sarah and Todd Wandschneider

BUILDER | $1,000+
Anonymous
Shelli Bakken and Dave Mulder
Susan Bergstrom
Dr. William Bevis
Bind Benefits, Inc.
Bridgewater Bank
Gail and Paul Busch
CAPTRUST Financial Advisors
Chez Bloom, Inc.
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP
Liz Danielson
Michelle Demcho
Bruce Dreblow and Diane Yeager
David Drummend
Ian and Susan Drummond
Bud and Marian Erickson
Gallagher Benefit Services
Mary Gotz
Russell and Karen Grundhauser
HR Connection
HUR USA, Inc.
J-Berd Companies
Grady and Sandy Kinghorn
Audrey Knocke
Laura Knox
Ken and Gloria Lundeen
Elizabeth and Scott Meyer
Mary Nelson
Stephen Peeps
Ludy and Thomas Peller
Rita Peller
Anneliese and William Peterson

Arthur Pry
Gladys Raschka
Roers Companies
US Bank
Vye
Jeanne Williams
Zellner Senior Health Consulting

ADVOCATES CIRCLE | $500+
ABM Industry Groups, LLC
Anonymous
Lori and Gregory Ackerson
Melvin and Evelyn Ammon
Karen Amsbaugh
Mark and Nancy Bjork
William Bosacker
David Cobb and Katy McFall
Beth and Stephen Deneau
Wanda Driver
Peter Farstad and Paul Mellblom
Dale and Sara Forsberg
Michael and Shelly Hanson
Philip and Donna Hanson
Erin Hurley Robinson
Carol and Keith Kraft
Loflwer Companies, Inc.
LaDonna Mann
Candace and Chris McCarty
Arthur Olson
Greg Oppegard
Amanda and Julie Pitsenbarger
Doris Schoener
Scott Richards North Star Charitable Foundation
Mark Strzyzewski and Michelle Klegon
Phil Sutherland
Lynn Swon
Larry and Carolyn Weslock
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Stephen and Jodi Wilson
Steve and Kathy Woodley

FRIENDS CIRCLE | $250+
Amanda Acosta
Evelyn Ahlberg
Michael Allinder
Delores Anderson
Bethel United Methodist Women
Alice Boudreau
Shanice Calvo
Janet and Roger Carlson
Jean Carlstrom
Jody Carver
Centennial United Methodist Women
Barb Claridge
Joney and John Coldagelli
Carol Cummins
Beverly and Gary Dehn
Mike Englund
Karim Goebel
Thomas Haarala
Robert Hakes
Carol'Ann Hansen
Linda Hart
Benjamin and Michele Johnson
Marty Jones and Harold Fagley
Stephanie Kush
Kathleen Lamb
Mark Mathison
Caroline Mensink
Minnehaha United Methodist Women
Allen and Terry Moore
Allen Ollila
John and Lillian Olson
David Omer
Lisa Padgett
Rachel Pugh
William and Kristi Putnam
Kristie and Vince Ristow
Susan Sarapa
Brenda Schrupp
Sharon Schultz
Leslie Scott-Smith

Marie Sheffer
Shelley A. Meyer, LLC
Dean Sherrick
Strike Life Tributes
Laurie Thompson
Teresa Timmons
Jon Tynjala
Kristina Walker
Shelley Wiggins

SUPPORTERS CIRCLE | $100+
Anonymous (3)
Burton Altman
Lola and Trent Amendt
Aaron and Jessica Aslakson
Kathleen Bakken
Nick Barbatsis
Kimberly Beecher
Sarah Benbow
Anthony Bibus
Beverly Birdsell
Frank Blankley
Shelly Bloch
Colleen Bracy
Joella Brown
Melissa Brown
Cynthia Bruggeman
Katherine Brunsdale
Mary Brustad
Andrea Bryant
Joanne Carlson
Nancy and Jerome Carlson
Case Enterprises, Inc. Casa Rio
David and Kathleen Christenson
Nancy Colin
Danielle and Timothy cross
Brad Dahl
Leonard Davis
Jennifer Day
Phyllis Deboer
James and Cheri Dixon
Char Engen-Mangskau
Facebook
Steven and Judy Forshay
Kathleen Fredensborg
Janet Gonnella

Susan Graber
Shirley Graham
Lucille and Charles Grosch
Selma Grossman
Gundersen Lutheran Administrative Services
Gundersen Lutheran Gundersen Clinic, Ltd.
Esther Hagen
Patricia Hamilton
Grace Harkness
Gabrielle Hasselmann
Pauline Hemingway
Joanne Hirtz
Mary Jane Hochstein
George Holden
Robert and Marilyn Hollick
Eva Hook
Mary and Don Hopkins
Lori and Ron Hume
Clarette Johnson
Harriet Johnson
Kimberly and Donald Johnson
Mary and Mark Junge
Scott Kallstrom
Christine Kelly
Suzanne Kennedy
Julie Kerekes
Beth Knocke
Chanda and Dan Knoof
Teresa and Kent Kocher
Annette LaChapelle
Gary and Constance Landgren
Amy Lengsfeld
Julia Lerner
Loren R. Leslie, MD
Brian and Cynthia Lillquist
Carl Lojovich
Larry Loomis
Sara and Christopher Lundberg
Lisa Lunde
Barbara Lydell
Gerald Magee
Julie Mahlstedt
Martha Mason
Wendy McKenzie
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Rod and Carol Mendenhall
Kelly Menth
Minnesota Professional Nursing Services
Karen Moroz
Teri and Herbert Motley
Sandra Nash
Amber Nelson
Heather and Bryan Nemeth
Angela Norling
Elizabeth Nutter
April O’Brien
Sandra and Kevin O’Brien
Tricia Oian
Gail Olson
Lori Olson
Wendy Olson
Deborah and Perry Ottmar
Sarah Parker
LuAnne and Zane Patterson
Claire Peeps
Ashley and Eric Peterman
Kristin Petersen
Roger and Martha Pilgram
Mark Pittelkow
Beverly Ransford
Jennifer Regan
Patrick Regan
Carey and Jolynn Rolofson
Roger Rovick
Barbara Ryan
Louise Samson
Annelies Sayer
Eileen Sayer
Marie and Rudolph Schindler
Judith Scholer
Shannon Schultz
Carl and Cathy Schutt
Elizabeth Schutt
Richard Sewall
Kevin and Stacy Shermer
Stacy Shermer
Kacey Short
Simpson United Methodist Church Women
Vivian Skoog
Christine Slechta
Sherry Spurlock
Jim Strickland
Gail Swenson
Leonora Thompson
Marion Tomalka
Corey Trembath
Bennett and Joan Trochil
United Methodist Women of Hennepin Ave. United Methodist Church
Ginny and James Vandervest
John Villerius
Robert Vranicar
Washburn - McReavy Funeral Chapel
Nancy Welken
Marcie Weslock and Steve Tatzmann
Venita Whitehall
Mary and Geoffrey Wold